
ELECTROMAGNETISM



Concept
North Pole is attracted by the south pole and is
deflected by the another north pole.
Compass is the Device through which we can find the
direction of the magnetic field.

Magnetic Monopoles does not exist
and so the compass is used.



Magnetic Effect of Current
The current carrying wire has a magnetic field across it.
External magnetic field also exerts the force to the electric wire. If
the wire is free to move this can produce the motion in the wire.
This result can be proved by the newton's third law of motion.



Right hand thumb rule
The Thumb represents the direction of the current
flowing 
The direction of finger curled is the direction of the
magnetic field
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Oerested Experiment
That regular pattern represents that concentric
magnetic fields are produced in the form of
concentric circles around a current carrying the
conductor.

The strength of a magnetic field produced
(deflection) around a straight current carrying
conductor is directly proportional to the
magnitude of the current.
 
Similarly, if you move the compass away from
the current carrying a wire, then you will notice
that the deflection in the compass needle
decreases and vice-versa.



Clock Rules
When the current at the face of the loop is
anticlockwise, it behaves as the north pole,
whereas when  the current at the face of
the loop is clockwise, it behaves as the
south pole.



Solenoid
Helical Coil or Spring Coil
Carries the Current
Long Length
Small Cross Sectional Area

If we reverse the flow of the current ,
the direction of the magnetic field
gets changed.

S
(clockwise)

N
(Anticlockwise)



Increase Magnetic field in solenoid
Increase the Current
Increase the Number of Turns
Place the Soft Iron Core

Substance which can be magnitized and demagnitized
very easily.
It increases the magnetic field



Similarities Between
Solenoid and Bar magnet

Magnetic Field lines of the current carrying solenoid is
same as of the bar magnet.
A current carrying solenoid when suspended freely
sets itself in the north-south direction exactly in the
same manner as a bar magnet does.
A current carrying solenoid also acquires the attractive
property if a magnet.



Dissimilarities Between
Solenoid and Bar magnet

The strength of magnetic field die to a solenoid
can be changed by changing the current in it ,
while the strength of magnetic field due to a
bar magnet cannot be changed.
Direction can be reversed in the solenoid , but
can't be done in the bar magnet.



Electromagnet
An electromagnet is a temporary strong magnet made by
passing current in a coil wound around a piece of soft iron. It is
an Artificial magnet.

Uses Of Electromagnet
For heavy lifting and transporting iron scrap , girders , plates etc.
particularly when it is not convenient to take the help of the
human labour. Electromagnets are used  to lift as much as 20000
Kg of iron in a single lift.
For loading furnaces with Iron
For Separating the iron peices from debris and ores
for removing the pieces of iron from wounds
In several electric devices such as telegraph , electric tram



I Shaped Magnet U Shaped  Magnet



Permanent Magnet
A permanent magnet is a naturally occuring
magnet. Since it is not strong enough and of
the required shape for many purposes , so a
strong permanent magnet is made like an
electromagnet using the piece of steel , instead
of soft iron.



Permanent Magnet V/S Electromagnet

It is made of soft iron
It produces a magnetic field as long as the
current flows in its coil
The magnetic field strength can be changed
the magnetic field of an electromagnet can be
very strong
Polarity can be reversed
Easily be demagnitized 

Made up of steel
Permanent magnetic field
The magnetic field strength cannot be
changed
Magnetic field of a permanent magnet is
not so strong
Polarity can't be reversed
Can not be easily demagnitized



Force on a Current-carrying Conductor in a
Magnetic Field

When no current flows in the conductor, no force acts on the conductor and the
conductor does not move. The wire is vertically below the support.  
When current is passed in the conductor, a force acts on the conductor in a
direction perpendicular to both the direction of the current and the direction of
the magnetic field.  
When the direction of the current through the conductor is reversed, the
direction of force is also reversed. On reversing the direction of the magnetic
field, the direction of force is reversed. 
When a conductor is placed such that the current in it is in the direction parallel
to the direction of the magnetic field, no force acts on the conductor and it does
not move.



MAGNTIDUE OF FORCE

The force is directly proportional to the current I flowing in
the conductor, i.e. F I 
The force is directly proportional to the strength of the
magnetic field B, i.e. F B 
The force is directly proportional to the length l of the
conductor, i.e. F l  . F IBl   The unit of magnetic field is
given from the above equation as N A −1 m −1 

The magnitude of force acting on a current-carrying
conductor placed in a magnetic field is found experimentally
to depend on the following three factors:



DIRECTION OF FORCE
The direction of force on a current-carrying conductor
placed in a magnetic field is obtained by the Fleming's left-
hand rule. Fleming's left-hand rule: Stretch the forefinger,
middle finger and thumb of your left hand mutually
perpendicular to each other. If the forefinger indicates the
direction of the magnetic field and the middle finger
indicates the direction of the current, then the thumb will
indicate the direction of motion of the conductor.



SIMPLE DC MOTOR
An electric motor is a device which converts electrical
energy into mechanical energy.  Principle: A DC motor
works on the principle that when an electric current is
passed through a conductor placed normally in a magnetic
field, a force acts on the conductor as a result of which the
conductor begins to move and mechanical energy (or work)
is obtained. The direction of force is obtained by Fleming's
left-hand rule.



Ways of increasing the
speed of rotation of a coil:

Increasing the strength of the current in the coil
Increasing the number of turns in the coil 
Increasing the area of the coil 
Increasing the strength of the magnetic field



ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION
Whenever there is a change in the number of magnetic field
lines associated with a conductor, an electromotive force
(emf) is developed between the ends of the conductor which
lasts as long as the change is taking place. This phenomenon
is called electromagnetic induction.



CONCLUSION

By the rapid motion of the magnet (or coil) 
By using a strong magnet 
By increasing the area and the number of turns in
the coil 

A current flows in the coil only when there is a relative
motion between the coil and the magnet due to which
the galvanometer connected with the coil shows
deflection. 
The direction of deflection in a galvanometer is
reversed if the direction of motion (or polarity of the
magnet) is reversed. 
The current in the coil is increased 

1.
2.
3.



FARADAY's LAW OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION

Whenever there is a change in the magnetic flux linked
with a coil, an emf is induced. The induced emf lasts as
long as there is a change in the magnetic flux linked with
the coil.
The magnitude of the emf induced is directly proportional
to the rate of change of the magnetic flux linked with the
coil. When the rate of change of the magnetic flux
remains uniform, a steady emf is induced. 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE MAGNITUDE OF INDUCED EMF



DIRECTION OF INDUCED EMF

Fleming's right-hand rule: Stretch the thumb, middle
finger and forefinger of your right hand mutually
perpendicular to each other. If the forefinger indicates the
direction of the magnetic field and the thumb indicates
the direction of the motion of the conductor, then the
middle finger will indicate the direction of the induced
current.

The direction of induced emf (and hence the direction of
induced current) can be obtained by any of the following two
rules:  



LENZ'S LAW
The direction of induced emf (or induced
current) always tends to oppose the cause
which produces it. 



AC GENERATOR
An AC generator is a device which converts
mechanical energy into electrical energy using the
principle of electromagnetic induction. 
 In a generator, a coil is rotated in a magnetic field.
Due to rotation, the magnetic flux linked with the coil
changes and therefore an emf is induced between the
ends of the coil. Thus, a generator acts like a source of
current if an external circuit containing a load is
connected between the ends of its coil. 



AC GENERATOR
The figure below represents the emf induced between the
ends of the coil with respect to the position of the coil in
the magnetic field when seen along the axis of rotation
from the position of slip rings.



FREQUENCY OF THE ALTERNATING
CURRENT

 In one complete rotation of the coil, we get one cycle
of alternating emf in the external circuit. 
The alternating emf thus produced has a frequency
which is equal to the frequency of rotation of the coil. 

AC AND DC
A current of constant magnitude and unique direction is
called DC, while a current of changing magnitude and
direction is called AC. A battery is a DC source, while an
AC generator and the mains are AC sources.  



DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AC AND DC



ADVANTGAES OF AC OVER DC
The use of AC is advantageous over DC because the voltage
of AC can be stepped up by using a step-up transformer at
the power generating station before transmitting it over
long distances. This reduces the loss of electrical energy as
heat in the transmission line wires.
The AC is then stepped down to 220 volt by using step-down
transformers at the successive sub stations before
supplying it to the houses or factories. 
If DC is generated at the power generating station, then its
voltage cannot be increased for transmission. Due to the
passage of high current in the transmission line wires, there
will be a huge loss of electrical energy as heat in the line
wires. 



DISTINCTION BETWEEN AC
GENERATOR AND DC MOTOR



TRANSFORMER
A transformer is a device by which the amplitude of an
alternating emf can be increased or decreased. 
A transformer does not affect the frequency of the
alternating voltage. The frequency remains unchanged (=
50 Hz).  
A transformer works on the principle of electromagnetic
induction and makes use of two coils. When there is a
change of magnetic field lines due to varying current in one
coil, an induced varying current of the same frequency flows
in the other coil. 
A transformer cannot be used with a direct current (DC)
source.



TYPES OF TRANSFORMERS
Step-up transformer: The transformer used to change a low
voltage alternating emf to a high voltage alternating emf (of
same frequency) is called a step-up transformer. In a step-
up transformer, the number of turns in the secondary coil is
more than the number of turns in the primary coil. 
Step-down transformer: The transformer used to change a
high voltage alternating emf to a low voltage alternating
emf (of same frequency) is called a step-down transformer.
In a step-down transformer, the number of turns in the
secondary coil is less than the number of turns in the
primary coil



Magnetic field
Black hole 
Anti gravity condition 
All of the above

Which of the following can be formed around an electric current
passing through a conducting Wire 



 NAm
 NA-1m
 NA'1m-1
 Nam-1

Which of the following is the unit of magnetic field?



 A compass-Needle
 South-North
 Magnetic field
 A bar-Magnet

The magnetic field line give the direction o



 A compass-Needle
 South-North
 Magnetic field
 A bar-Magnet

The magnetic field line give the direction o



In all planes around the magnetic
In horizontal as well as in vertical planesaround the magnet
Only in horizontal plane around the magnet
Only in vertical plane around the magnet

The magnetic field lines for a bar-magneticforplaned vertically
above a horizontal woodenhold



The field consist of straight linesperpendicular to the wire
The field consist of straight lines parallel tothe wire
The field consist of radial lines originatingfrom the wire
The field concentric of circuits centered on the wire 

The true statement for the magnetic field near along straight
wirelines



Current
Magnetic field
Electric field
Gravitational field

Which parameter can be detected withCompass needle?



Along the East West direction.
Along the North South direction.
Along the perpendicular direction of thee
Along the North-East, south-west direction.

Which of the following is the needle's direction in the earth magnetic field
alone?



Which of the following is referred to as a neutral correct option. point?It is the
point where,
Magnetic field due to current and the earthmagnetic field is equal and opposite.
Magnetic field due to current and the earthmagnetic field is not necessarily
equal butopposite.
The sum of magnetic field due to currentCurrenttoand the earth magnetic field
is zero.
Both (a) and (c).



 South polarity
 North polarity
 West polarity
East polarity

Looking at the face of a loop, if the current around the face is in an
anticlockwise direction,which kind of polarity will the face have?



Fingers encircle the wire
Index finger
Thumb
Either of (b) and (c)

As per the Right Hand Thumb Rule, If you not the current carrying
conductor in your righthand such that the thumb point is in the direction
of the current, then which finger/fingers indicate the direction of
magnetic field?



Soft iron 
Brass 
Aluminium 
Steel 

The most suitable Material for making the core of an electromagnet



SN
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A Polarity Of R And S will be (P is North 



Toroid 
Solenoid
Tube 
None Of these

Consider the following figure
 The given picture represent which of the Following 



It is made using a piece of soft iron.
A coil of insulated copper is wound around the soft iron.
It does not loses its magnetism easily.
Both (a) and (b).

Which of the following is correct regard permanent magnet?



Electric guitar 
Electric Bulb 
Electric Bell
All of These

In which of the following case an electromagnet is used 



Q- What is the nature of the line of force of the magnetic field
due to a straight current carrying Wire 
Ans- The lines of force in the case are concentric circle
centered on the wire 



Q- State the law which determines the direction of magnetic field around a current
carrying conductor.
Ans. The direction of magnetic field produced due to flow of current in a conductor
can be determined by the right hand thumb rule. It states that if we hold the current
carrying conductor in our righthand such that the thumb points in the direction of
current then the fingers encircling the wire indicate the direction of the magnetic
lines of force.



Q- How does a magnetic field set up by a solenoid change when
cross-sectional area of solenoid is increased?
Ans. By having a solenoid of large diameter or more cross-sectional
area, the intensity of magnetic
field increases.



Q- What is an electromagnet
Ans. An electromagnet is a solenoid containing soft iron core
within it. It is a temporary strong magnet. It acquires the
magnetic properties only when an electric current flows through
the solenoid and loses the magnetic properties as soon as the
current is switched off.



Q- List some of the practical applications of an  Electromagnet
Ans. Electromagnets are used to lift heavy loads of A
electromagnet.scrap iron etc., to separate magnetic
substances from non-magnetic ones and in devices like devices
loud-the electric bell, telegraphs, telephones, loud-speakers,
etc



Q- What is a permanent magnet? Give one use of it.
Ans. A permanent magnet is a magnet made from
steel such that once magnetised , it does not loseits magnetism easily.
Use: It is used in galvanometer.



Q- When a current carrying conductor is placed in amagnetic field, it
experiences a mechanical forceWhat should be the angle between the
magneticfield and the length of the conductor so that theforce
experienced is:
(i)Zero
(ii) Maximum?
Ans.0*
(ii) 90*



CALORIMETRY



Concept
When two bodies at different temperatures are kept
in contact, heat flows from the body at a higher 
temperature to the body at a lower temperature. 
 The measurement of heat is called calorimetry.



UNITS
The SI unit of heat is joule (J). The other most commonly
used unit of heat is calorie (cal). 
The heat energy required to raise the temperature of 1 g
of water through 1°C is known as calorie. 
The unit calorie is related to the SI unit joule as follows: 
1 calorie (or 1 cal) = 4·186 J or 4·2 J



FACTORS AFFECTING
The quantity of heat energy required to raise the
temperature of a body depends on three factors: 
i. Mass of the body 
ii. Nature of the material of the body 
iii. Rise in temperature of the body 

 the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of a body



FEW OBSERVATION THROUGH
i. The amount of heat energy required is found to be
directly proportional to the mass of the substance.

ii. The amount of heat energy required is found to be
directly proportional to the rise in temperature.
Therefore, It is the characteristic of the substance

EXPERIMENTS



HEAT CAPACITY
The heat capacity of a body is the
amount of heat energy required to raise
its temperature by 1°C or 1 K.  It is
denoted by the symbol C′. 

C' = `Q/`T
The SI unit of heat capacity is joule per
Kelvin (or J K−1 ). It is also written as
joule per degree C (or J °C−1 ). 

1 Cal/K = 4.2 J/K



SPECIFIC HEAT CAPACITY
The specific heat capacity of a substance (or
a body) is defined as the heat capacity per
unit mass of that body.

c = C'/m
The specific heat capacity of a substance is
the amount of heat energy required to raise
the temperature of a unit mass of that
substance through 1°C (or 1 K).

c = Q/mT
SI Unit - J / Kg K



CALORIMETER
A calorimeter is a cylindrical vessel which is
used to measure the amount of heat gained
or lost by a body when it is mixed with
another body.



CALORIMETER
It is made up of thin copper sheets because 
i. Copper is a good conductor of heat, so the
vessel soon acquires the temperature of its
contents.
 ii. Copper has low specific heat capacity, so
the heat capacity of the calorimeter is low
and the amount of heat energy taken by the
calorimeter from its contents to acquire the
temperature of its contents is negligible. 



PRINCIPLE OF CALORIMETRY
When a hot body is mixed (or is kept in contact)
with a cold body, heat energy passes from the hot
body to the cold body, till both the bodies attain
the same temperature. If no heat energy is
exchanged with the surroundings, i.e. if the system
is fully insulated, then Heat energy lost by the hot
body Heat energy gained by the cold body 



Heat energy is supplied by an electric heater of known
power P. The rise in temperature T in time t for a known
mass m of the given substance is noted. Assuming that
there is no loss of heat, the energy supplied by the heater
(= Pt) is equal to the energy used (= mcT) in raising the
temperature of the substance. Thus,

This method is suitable for good conductors of heat such as
copper, silver, aluminium and mercury because they get
heated uniformly.

Measurement of Specific Heat
Capacity: Electrical Method



The climate near the seashore is moderate. Hot water
bottles are used for fomentation: Water does not cool
quickly due to its large specific heat capacity, so a hot
water bottle provides heat energy for fomentation for a
longer period. Water is used as an effective coolant.
Farmers fill their fields with water to protect the crops from
frost. All plants and animals have a high content of water in
their bodies

Consequence of High Specific
Heat Capacity of Water



The process of change from one state to another at a
constant temperature is called the change of phase.

CHANGE OF PHASE



The change from solid to liquid on heating at a constant
temperature is called melting. 
The constant temperature at which a solid changes to liquid is
called the melting point of the solid. 
The reverse change from liquid to solid with the rejection of heat
at a constant temperature is called freezing (or fusion), and the
temperature at which a liquid freezes to solid is called its
freezing point. 

MELTING AND FUSION



The temperature of ice remains constant (equal to 0°C) in the
part AB till the whole ice melts. The heat supplied during this
time is used in melting the ice. After this, the temperature of
water formed by melting of ice begins to rise in the part BC. The
constant temperature at which the ice melts is the melting
point of ice

Exchange of Heat during
the Change of Phase

Change of phase
from ice to water



Change in Volume on Boiling : All liquids expand on boiling. The
boiling point of a liquid depends on
 (a) the pressure on its surface and 
(b) the presence of impurities in it. 

(a) Effect of pressure on the boiling point
 The boiling point of a liquid increases with an increase in
pressure and decreases with a decrease in pressure.

Vaporisation and Boiling
Heating curve for water (absorption of

heat energy during vaporisation)



(b) Effect of impurities on the boiling point  The boiling point of
a liquid increases by the addition of impurities to it. If a little
common salt is added to water, the water boils at a
temperature higher than 100°C. Thus, the addition of salt makes
cooking faster because water provides sufficient heat energy
before it boils.

Vaporisation and Boiling
Heating curve for water (absorption of

heat energy during vaporisation)



The heat energy exchanged in change of phase is not externally
manifested by any rise or fall in temperature, and hence, it is
considered to be hidden in the substance and is called the
latent heat. Latent heat when expressed for unit mass of the
substance is called the specific latent heat. Specific latent heat
is denoted by the symbol L. Thus, specific latent heat 

LATENT HEAT AND
SPECIFIC LATENT HEAT



The specific latent heat of melting of a substance is defined as
the heat energy required to convert a unit mass of a substance
from solid to liquid without a change in temperature.  The
specific latent heat of fusion of a substance is the heat energy
released when a unit mass of a substance changes from liquid
to solid without a change in temperature. 

Specific Latent Heat of
Melting and Fusion



Snow on mountains does not melt all at once.  Water in lakes
and ponds in cold countries does not freeze all at once.  Drinks
get cooled more quickly by adding pieces of ice at 0°C than the
ice-cold water at 0°C.  When ice in a frozen lake starts melting,
its surrounding becomes very cold.  It is generally more cold
after a hail storm (when ice melts) than during or before the
hail storm.

Consequences of High Specific
Latent Heat of Fusion of Ice



Measurement of Specific Latent Heat
Of ICE



4.186 J
2.186 J
4186 J
2186 J

Which of the following is equivalent to 1 Kilo-Calorie ?



Pressure 
Temprature 
Density
Gravitational Force.

Which of the following determines the direction of the flow of heat ?
[Dimensions of bodies remain unchanged] ?



Because it can be transformed into work.
Becuase it can be transformed into volume.
Because it can be used in daily appliances
Because it can be used in nuclear energy.

Why heat is considered as a form of energy ?



1.2 Kj
3.2 Kj
4.2 KJ
None of these.

Value of 1 cal in Kilo Joule is :



500 J/K
300 J/K
150 J/K
20 J/K

An iron need 300 J heat energy to increase its temprature by 20 C.
The heat capacity of Iron.



Total Kinetic Energy of Molecules
Total potential energy of the molecules
Total Internal Energy of the molecules
Total Chemical Energy of the molecules.

Which of the following can be referred to as heat energy of a
substance ?



Their Random Motion
Their Potential Difference
Their Shape and Size
None of the above.

Which of the following is responsible for molecule's kinetic energy ?



Kinetic energy of the iron molecules will remain the same
Kinetic energy of the iron molecules will increase
Kinetic energy of the iron molecules will decrease
Can't be said.

What is likely to happen to the kinetic energy of an iron rod is heated
to 573 K ?



-173 C
-273 C
273 C
0 C

Converting 100K into celcius scale we get.



4.2 x 10^3 J
12.6 x 10^3 J
12.6 x 10^5 J
4.2 x 10^5 J

How much heat is required to increase the temprature of melted ice
water of 3 Kg from 0 C to 100 C (specific heat capacity of water = 4.2 x
10^3 J/Kg K).



166.67 J/Kg C
2000 J/Kg C
6 x 10-3 J/ Kg C
1500 J/Kg C

2000 J of heat energy is required to raise the temperature of  4 kg of
metal by 3 C. Specific heat capacity of the metal.



Q = m/(ct)
Q = mct
Q = m^2ct
Q = mc/t

Which fo the following is the proper expression for total absorbed
heat energy (Q) ?



Specific Heat Capacity
Heat Capacity
Weight 
Both (a) and (c)

Which fo the following is the mass independent quantity ?



Scalar
Vector
Tensor
None of the Above

Specific Heat capacity is what kind of Quantity ?



4.186 J / kg K
4800 J / Kg K
42 J / Kg K 
4186 J / Kg K

In SI Unit of the following is the specific heat capacity of water ?



Heat Capacity
Specific Heat Capacity
Calorimetry
Latent Heat

The measurement of heat is called as ___________



Thermometer
Wool
Thin sheet of Iron
Wooden Jacket

Which of the following components / items cannon be found in the
calorimeter ?


